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Message from
the Principal

CIS IT Award-2075

Er. Kiran K.C.
Experiencing more than a decade
in academia has always remained a
challenge and also an opportunity to
become updated and be surrounded
with creative and innovative minds. LA
GRANDEE is one such platform where
it binds all such minds with wider
opportunities and more collaborative
environment. Not only due to excellent
student results, but with hundreds
of graduates leading their service
sector throughout local, national or
the international boundaries, I believe
we have achieved success more
than just satisfaction and can proudly
convey that we have yet more future
leads in hand.
Beyond curriculum, we focus more on
student development programs either
through CSR activities, publications
like Journal, Souvenir, and Newsletter
or through recent LA GRANDEE Expo
or collaborations with corporate
sectors, which definitely have
enriched our resources and provided
much opportunity to explore talents,
creativity and innovation either for
students or faculties and staff.
Receiving national recognition as the
Best Business School of Province No. 4
has added more responsibility to hold
the recognition and also raise the
status further. We are thus committed
towards academic excellence and
always determined to make a unique
presence amongst all. I express
heartfelt gratitude to all the faculties,
staff, students, guardians and well
wishers for sharing valuable support to
reach this level and also thanks to all
the concerned for publication of this
Newsletter-Volume 4.

Published Date: Apr.17, 2019

On August 20, 2018, Community
Information
Society
(CIS)
Pokhara
organized a program for celebration
of 11th Information Day. Mr. Krishnahari
Baskota, Chief Information Officer,
National
Information
Commission,
Nepal as the Chief Guest along with
many other distinguished guests from
various government offices and private

public organizations were present in the
program. Every year CIS Pokhara awards
the CIS IT Award to the youths of Pokhara
contributing to the society through
innovative inventions or development
of technology for social services. This
year, students of BCA 2nd semester –
Roshan Poudel, Subin Bhandari, Dinesh
Thapa and Sandeep Sharma collectively
received the CIS IT Award – 2075 for their
innovative project IoT Boat for Rescue.
The rescue boat is proposed to support
rescue task especially in the lakes where
visitors could inform the control station
about any danger while boating and the
rescue team could immediately track the
location of danger and take action for
rescue.

Winning the Lincoln Innovation – 2018 Challenge
Marketing and Wealth Management.
It was a closed session and students
were given tasks all the time around;
throughout day to midnight as well.
Various colleges within and outside
Pokhara participated in the contest.
Eventually, LA GRANDEE students’ group
Students of BBA 8th semester (day
succeeded to become the Winner of
group) from LA GRANDEE participated in
the Lincoln Innovation – 2018 challenge.
the Innovation Challenge organized by
Pokhara Lincoln International College, Besides wining the event, all the students
Pokhara. The contest was organized also became the winner in different
from July 19 to 22, 2018 in which categories as follows and were all
felicitated by college on July 24, 2018.
participants were
assigned various Manjita Khanal/Ranjana Gurung
Best Presenter & Winner of Entrepreneurship
tasks related to Oshin Gurung
Best Video Making & Winner of Marketing
Human Resource
Roshan Dawadi
Winner of Human Resource Management
Management,
Roshan
Tamang/
Pratiksha
Acharya
2nd Runner-up in Wealth Management
Entrepreneurship,

Best Wishes

I am glad to know that LA
GRANDEE
International
College is bringing out
the 4th volume of ‘LA
GRANDEE NEWSLETTER’ as
a publication focused
on recording events, fond memories and
creative writing. I am sure that educational
institutions like LA GRANDEE can fulfill the
emerging needs of the society, market
and the nation safeguarding human
resource development by providing skilled
human resources with professional integrity

The Legacy of Pokhara College of Technology
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and leadership anchored on four strategic
pillars: academic integrity, educational
excellence, excellence in research and
excellence in innovation.
In my perspective, it has been actively
contributing needs and demand of the
nation giving a significant support to make
Pokhara as a city of educational-hub. On
this occasion, I convey my good wishes to
the Principal, students, faculty and staff of
the college in their endeavors.
Ananda Raj Mulmi
Past President, Federation of Nepalese
Chambers of Commerce and Industry
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Piloting Apprenticeship Program at LA
GRANDEE
There is always an ongoing argument
between educational institutions and
corporate sectors regarding deployment
and necessity of the efficient human
resources, each operating in different
pedestals, whereby, the corporate sector
claims to have not received the capable
graduates while the other argues for not
having proper positions for their competitive
resources. As an initiation to address the
underlying problems and challenges so as
to fulfill the need of each, LA GRANDEE as a
pilot project, has started the Apprenticeship
Program for IT students through which
students are being trained to develop skills
through hands-on-practice approach.
Each training shall be practiced for 2-3
months and after successful completion of
the training and proving their competency,
students will be working as professionals
in the development center within the
college itself. It is an approach to practice
professional training beyond internship.
A formal agreement was signed for the
Apprenticeship Program by Er. Kiran K.C.,
Principal and Pawan Krishna Shrestha,
Regional Engineering Manager (Province
4) on behalf of LA GRANDEE International
College and Seva Development Pvt. Ltd.
(www.sevadevelopment.com) respectively
on December 23, 2018. Seva Development
is a socially motivated IT ompany. Currently,

3 students of BCA 7th Semester, Pradip
Dhakal, Prabhu Gurung and Arjun Subedi
are enrolled for the Apprenticeship
program. Under successful implementation
of the concept, it is expected to conduct
similar approaches for other programs and
include more number of students of the
college.
Principal, who initiated and coordinated
the concept and shared happiness for the
collaboration with Seva Development. The
concept of apprenticeship has remained
a long time dream that finally has come to
its shape, as expressed by the Principal. He
further expressed his confidence that this
approach in the near future will obviously
give directions to set up development
cell within college through which students
will have opportunity to experience
professional skills and initiate Learn and
Earn environment.

Resume writing workshop

Workshop on
Data Collection
and Analysis
A
data collection and analysis
workshop
was
conducted
on
December 3-5, 2018 using KoBo
collection software tool for BPH 3rd
sem by BCA program Coordinator
Er. Dipak K.C. 6 hours of training
session was conducted for tools
development for online questionnaire,
which was conducted especially for
BPH 3rd semester students supported
by BCA department. A free and
online application software and data
collection tool KoBo collection was
used during the workshop session.
KoBo tool is software which collects data
both online and offline using android
mobile application and students can
analyze from same software. The
online/offline data collection feature
supports student to collect data in
remote areas and to sync online when
their mobile has internet access. The
collected data were also extracted
in excel and SPSS format for further
processing and analysis. The KoBo tool
was also proposed be implemented
for data collection and analysis during
field research of BPH students in their
field visit and replace paper based
Log data collection as far as possible.

Cloud computing
and AWS

A resume writing workshop was
conducted on Nov 18, 2018 by BBA
faculty Bishnu Prasad Timilsina for the
7th semester students of BCA. The basic
objective of the workshop was to train
students in preparing resume especially
for their internship to be carried out in the
same semester. It was further aimed to
equip students in developing skills and
other attributes that qualify candidate’s

job opportunities. He guided students
on the major inclusions and techniques
while preparing an effective resume.
Each participant had the opportunity
to create or update a resume by the
end of the workshop. A short interaction
session was also conducted to aware
the students on facing the interview and
getting prepared for it.
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A training session on Cloud Computing
and AWS (Amazon Web Service) was
conducted on 16th Dec 2018. This
program was facilitated by Genese
Software Solution & resource person
were Niranjan Udas (a Technology
Evangelist) and Niraj Pahari (Python
Developer).
Total
54
students
participated from BCA 1st and 3rd
semesters. Students got to know about
cloud computing, online servers and
web services. Also they learnt about
the available test servers for learning
and educational purpose. Free
voucher for AWS educational purpose
was offered to students by Genese
Software for AWS service. The program
was conducted in presence of Faculty/
BCA administrator, Er. Rishi Sharan
Khanal and BCA Program Coordinator
Er. Dipak K.C at college seminar hall.
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Developing
Writing Skills
Throughout
the
study
period,
students get involved in several
documentation and report writing
activities. In order to develop the
effective writing skills, students of BBA
6th semester were assigned to write
essay in two different topics entitled
“Nature does not care the human
beings” and “Nature is for need not
for deed” on June 5, 2018. The essay
writing session was led by faculty
Narendra Babu Ghimire. This has
provided a chance for participants
to gain substantial experience,
showcase writing skills, analyze and
evaluate outcomes and uncover
personal aptitude.

Debate Competition
on CSR
It is impossible for all organizations
to grow and to become leading
organization without being involved
in social activities. Students must
understand how activities related to
CSR link business organizations with
society, environment, customers
and stake holders. To understand
pros and cons of corporate social
responsibility, students of BBA sixth
semester morning shift participated
in a debate competition on “CSR
for Social Justice” which was
held on June 20, 2018. All these
learning activities related to CSR
were instructed by faculty Ms. Ganga
Ghale. Though it was a debate
competition, it was also an opportunity
for students to understand the
meaning of CSR, how CSR supports
for societal development and thus
provide justice for the community.
Sadiksha Subedi and Anil Sapkota
remained the competition winner.

Activities of BBA
MOU Signup with Nepal SBI Bank Limited

Principal Er. Kiran K.C., on behalf of LA
GRANDEE and Branch Manager Mr.
Pujan Aryal, on behalf of Nepal SBI Bank
Limited signed an agreement for students
internship alongwith future prospects to
extend collaboration for student’s skill
development programs. On the same
occasion of the 3rd Session of LA GRANDEE
BIZ CENTER, a MOU was jointly signed in
presence of the students, witnessed by the

Academic dean of the college Dr. Krishna
Raj Bhandari on November 21, 2018.
LA GRANDEE has earlier collaborations
with many other leading organizations
and has been creating a culture that
ensures better learning environment for
students. With such collaborations, it gives
opportunities for students as well as the
institution to conduct student activities
more formally and professionally.

Students Presentation Competition
BBA eighth semester day and morning
shift as well as BBA sixth semester morning
shift students participated in presentation
competition led by faculty member Mr.
Sudip Gurung. Area of presentation for
eighth semester students was related
to Strategic Management in Nepal and
that of sixth semester was related to
Business Law in Nepal. Competition was
held on July 3, 5, 6, 18, and 21, 2018.
Sonu Gurung, Manjeeta, and Nabin
Kumar shrestha of eighth semester and
Iswor Pahari, Shena Gurung, and Ananda
Adhikari of sixth semester students were

awarded as winner of competition.
Besides winning competition all students
have learnt about ways and skills required
for effective presentation.
Besides the competition, faculty Mr.
Nikesh Karmacharya also coordinated
students presentation for BBA 4th
semester as supplementary to the
course Marketing with focus on 4Ps of
Marketing, Brand marketing, Customer
Relationship Management and the like
on various dates viz. 15th June, 6th July,
and 7th, 9th & 10th August, 2018.

Orientation on ‘Job Searching’
On 25th July 2018, students of day shift BBA
4th, 6th and 8th semesters participated in
orientation program on “Job Searching”.
This program was conducted by the
members of merorojgari.com and Real
Solution Human Resource Consulting Pvt.
Ltd. They elaborated the issue like “Why
people are not hired even though they
are 100% qualified?” The session was very
fruitful in orienting all the issues relating to job
search and finding the most appropriate
job. Student’s understood the reasons

behind rejection of qualified people
from being hired. Student got to know
about three major problems (qualified
but boring job, qualified but lacking
interview skill, and qualified but desperate)
that may exist in qualified person which
obstruct them to get the job and finally
learnt the ways to fix those problems. This
program did not only provide concise and
accurate information to the students but
also encouraged students’ confidence
level related to job searching.

Field Based Study
As part of field based learning, BBA sixth
semester day and morning shift students
visited two popular home stay locations
at Sirubari and Lwang on July 20, 2018.
Students of morning shift were instructed
by our faculty Ganga Ghale whereas day
shift students were instructed by deputy

coordinator Narendra Babu Ghimire. This
field visit was conducted to bridge the
gap between education and handson experience related to Business and
Society. Students in both sites took interview
of local entrepreneurs to understand their
strength, weakness, and further possibility

of existing business expansion. It was found
that students could learn how community
based social entrepreneurship supports
society in poverty eradication through
economic growth as well as community
development. This could also help students
to understand the domestic tourism.
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Orientation
on Internship
Program
On November 18, orientation on
internship was imparted to the
students of BBA VII semester day
and morning shift students. This
orientation was solely lead by the
BBA program coordinator Suraj
Gaudel. During this orientation
students learnt the meaning of
internship, ways to participate
in internship, their responsibilities
and liabilities during internship,
customer service, organizational
management and the like. Finally,
the program was concluded
through brief introduction on
contents of internship report.

Speech
Competition
Speech competition on the topic
entitled “Increasing Rate of Crime:
Causes and Consequences” was
held on December 20 and 21
of 2018. Almost all the students
of BBA seventh semester day
shift participated in this speech
competition.
The
competition
was led by faculty Janardan
Thapa. Students have learnt about
different factors causing crime
and consequences of crime in
community.

Learning Media Release
BBA eighth semester students (Day and
Morning Shift) experienced a simulated
press conference where some played
the role of media, some as the business
organization and some as the audience.
Students were given different situation
on which they have to prepare for press
release. During this activity, all students
launched their hypothetical products,
some of which were New home loan plan
of Nabil Bank, IP TV service of World Link,
Grazia Scooter of Syakar Company, and
New Adsl scheme of NTC, to the audience
and the assumed press. Students learnt
about how an organization launches and
send messages of new product using
media. This prototype conference was
fully conducted under the instruction of
faculty members Mr. Janardan Thapa
(day shift) and Mr. Achyut Poudel (morning

shift) on 7th May 2018 and 10th August
2018 respectively.
Further, emphasizing more on the media
sector, on June 28, 2018, BBA 8th semester
students were involved on Writing Media
Plan through which they learnt about
regaining lost reputation after particular
incident, reinforcing brand, increasing
customer loyalty and confidence through
media plan and so on. Also on August 1,
2018, students were involved in Opinion
Writing for and against “usage of Plastic
Bags” and “Vehicle Horns in Pokhara”.
Through such activities, students learnt
about how they can grab and influence
the attention of the public through the
written piece of information on particular
topics. All these activities were facilitated
by faculties Janardan Thapa and Achyut
Poudel.

Collaboration with Machapuchchhre
Bank Limited

On December 13, 2018, LA GRANDEE
extended
its
collaboration
with
Machapuchchhre Bank Limited (MBL),
one of the leading and the first regional
commercial banks from the western
region of Nepal. MOU was signed by the
Principal of the college, Er. Kiran K.C.
and the Gandaki Province Manager
of the bank, Mr. Jaya Prasad Sapkota,
with the purpose of developing mutual
relationship to provide internship
opportunities for the students and further
collaboration to conduct training,
seminars and incubation programs for
innovative project plans. Dr. Krishna
Raj Bhandari, Academic Dean of the

college and Ms. Neelam Gautam
Paudel, Dy. Province Manager (Province
4) witnessed the MOU document while
Mr. Narayan K.C. from MBL and students
from BBA program also observed the
MOU signing program.
Mr. Sapkota delivered his remarks
and best wishes for the academic
enhancement of the college and
further expressed to have effective
collaboration in the days to come. Also
the Principal, on his closing remarks,
expressed his happiness to collaborate
with such renowned organization,
being optimistic on creating productive
opportunities for all the stakeholders.

Orientation on Research Proposal Writing

Orientation on “Research Proposal Writing”
was conducted on 21st and 23rd of
December 2018 to facilitate the students
of BBA fifth semester day and morning
shifts respectively in the major aspects
of research such as topic selection and
proposal writing.
This orientation was focused on the
elements of research proposal. Hence,
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during this session, students were informed
about the contents of research proposal
and techniques to write each contents of
the proposal. BBA day shift students were
supported by BBA Program Coordinator
Suraj Gaudel and BBA morning shift
students were supported by Ms Puspanjali
Bhandari (faculty member) as resource
person. This orientation was fruitful to
develop good research proposal.
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One Month Field Visit for CHD

One month’s residential field visit on Community Health
Diagnosis of BPH 6th Semester (Batch 2015) was conducted
from July 19 to August 17, 2018. Total of 35 students clustered
into three different groups completed their study in 3 different
wards of Aadhikhola Rural Municipality, Syangja viz. Panchamul
(Ward No.1), Bicharichautara (Ward no 3:) and Chilaunibas
(Ward No. 2). Students performed different activities such as
rapport building, social mapping of respective wards, data
collection, data entry, analysis and interpretation, community
presentations, and small scale micro health project. They
also conducted different school health awareness programs
focusing primary and secondary level students. Besides their
regular field studies, students also conducted breast feeding
awareness program and self assessment of breast cancer on
the occasion of Breast feeding week in august.

Gyanendra Poudel were involved in different support activities
to complete the course with periodic visits to the sites. Keshab
Raj Adhikari, Program coordinator-BPH coordinated for all field
activities while Dr. Tulsi Ram Bhandari from Pokhara University
evaluated the field activities and presentation on September
3, 3018 as external evaluator.

Faculty Rajib Prasad Koirala was the supervisor for the course
while faculties Kalpana Jnawali and Sandip Pahari, administrator

Integrated Concurrent Field
Participation in 5th
Practice II
International Mountain Festival

As
part
of
curriculum,
students of BPH 4th semester
completed their Integrated
Concurrent field Practice-II
on
specified
community
under guidance of supervisor.
Regular class activities in each
course obviously play vital
role towards cascading of
the theoretical and practical
aspects, however, the activities
included in ICFP drives the
inter-linkage between the
theoretical and practical
application of the study with
more depth implementation
of the courses studied. With
the purpose of finding out and
analyzing about the health
status of a nearby community,
department of public health
designed the workplan as
per guideline for ICFP. The
field study was especially
targeted for 4 areas of Kaski
District namely Tallo Hemja ,
Mathilo Hemja , Bhalam and
Khaudada.
The general objectives of ICFPII were to access the current
health status of the community
people and identify health
need with possible solution

Students from LA GRANDEE
participated on the 5th
International
Mountain
Festival organized on Dec.
10, 11, and 12, 2018 at
International
Mountain
Museum,
GhariPatan,
Pokhara, Nepal. The festival
was organized by Nepal
Mountaineering Association
(NMA). Chief guest of the
program was honorable
Minister Rabindra Adhikari.
The festival was mainly
organized to promote Visit
Nepal
2020,
celebrate
International Mountain Day,
and
promote
mountain
tourism in the world. While
during the exhibition, students
from LA GRANDEE actively

to majorly existing health
problems. This kind of field
study even provided students
to enhance their confidence
level to get exposed to the real
scenario in community.
Students
were
engaged
in
the
field
activities
throughout the semester,
while
Health
Intervention
Program was conducted in
all the study areas on July
18, 2018 inclusive of Blood
pressure measurement, and
Immunization and Tuberculosis
related health awareness
program. On the same date
and on July 20, 2018, all the
study groups presented their
findings to the respective
community people. Final
presentation
was
later
presented by all the students
at college on July 25, 2018 in
presence of external evaluator
Dr. Arun Kumar Koirala from
Pokhara University. The ICFPII was completed under the
collective supervision and
guidance of Supervisors Mr.
Keshab Raj Adhikari, Mr. Rajib
Pd Koirala and Ms. Kalpana
Jnawali.
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participated and conducted
the health camp basically
providing the first aid services
including blood pressure
measurement and health
counseling to the visitors.
Students
from
BPH
department
Rajina
Adhikari, Susmita KC, Roshani
Baral,
Januka
Tripathi,
Prabina
Thakuri,
Kabita
Acharya, Sapana Subedi,
Prativa
Subedi,
Nabina
Acharya, Anjana Poudel,
Bhagawati Gurung, Dena
Thapa, Samjhana Baral,
RehaThapa, Sabina Bhurtel
and Manju Roka participated
in the program as college
representatives.
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Activities of Students Clubs

Session 13 : Talk Program on Preparing Career in IT

12th session of LA
GRANDEE TECH-TALK was
held on July 19, 2018 at
LA GRANDEE International
College. Students of BCA
participated in the talk
program in which guest
speaker was Mr. Karmath
Dangol, the then VP of Engineering, CloudFactory. LA GRANDEE
and Nepal Entrepreneur’s HUB (NEHUB) is in collaboration
since 2017 and Mr. Dangol is one of the founder members
of NEHUB. The discussion was focussed on “How to Prepare
for Career in IT”. The session was hugely appreciated by the
participants as they got to know about the top IT companies
– national as well as international, further getting inspiration to
initiate startups, as many of the current leading companies
were once the student projects, said by the speaker. Further,
Mr. Pawan Shrestha, Regional Manager (Engineering) – Seva
Development Pvt. Ltd.-an IT company(recently extended its
branch in Pokhara), also shared his experience and motivated
students towards building skills meeting requirements of the
current market needs.

IT Students’
Club

Session 17 : Talk program on Learning through
College Apprenticeship

Session 14 : Talk Program on Ethical Hacking

Tech Talk Session 13 was conducted on 9th August 2018.This
session is focused on Ethical Hacking and the resource person
for the program, Mr. Santosh Bhandari (Ethical Hacker).
Total 53 students from BCA participated in the program. The
main discussion on the program was about hacking and
current status of Nepal Cyber Security.Also resource person
demonstrated how we can report security related issue that
exist in social web applications like facebook , including his
personal experience in ethical hacking.

The 17th session of LA GRANDEE TECH TALK was successfully
conducted on December 23, 2018 with the title “Learning
Through College Apprenticeship”. Mr. Pawan Krishna
Shrestha, the Regional Engineering Manager for Gandaki
Province from Seva Development Pvt. Ltd. presented his
insightful remarks and inspirational session, orienting students
on the real need for being prepared with professional skills
during college studies so as to be capable to directly enter
into professional practices immediately after completing
their studies, which can be achieved through the
apprenticeship approach.

He illustrated the aspects of ethical hacking and how defensive
method of hacking aids an organizations’ IT infrastructure
from viable threats. In addition to that he described how
professional is the Ethical hacking scene in Nepal being a
lucrative business. He also shared his bug-bounty experienced
with face book, Microsoft, Red hat etc.
From the training student knew that even a minor bug can
lead to big crash from security problems. So application
development and any IT platform should look every security
aspects thoroughly.

The session was also organized to announce the launching
of the apprenticeship program that college has initiated in
coordination with Seva Development. Seva Development
Pvt. Ltd. is a socially motivated IT company. Already 3
students from BCA 7th semester have been enrolled and
on behalf of the enrolled students, PradipDhakal shared
his experience and motivation for participating in the
apprenticeship program. He also expressed his special
thanks to the college and the Principal for initiating such
concept and giving them opportunity to participate.

Session 15 : Seminar on 3D Animations and Designs

A seminar on 3D Animation and Designs was conducted on
Dec 9, 2018 at LA GRANDEE. It was facilitated by Mr. Manoj
Shrestha and Achellis Thapa from Axis Animation, which is a
Professional IT Training Institute of Pokhara. The program was
the 15th session of LA GRANDEE Tech Talk. BCA 1st, 7th and
BBA 1st semester day shift participated in the program. The
participants learnt basic knowledge about the procedures
on developing a 3D module and its animation to develop a
project ranging from a small multimedia project to a large
scale gaming & movies. Students were oriented on application
use and design of animation and visual effects. Participants
shared their positive views for having the opportunity to
participate in the program and further suggested to regularly
conduct such programs.

Principal of the college coordinated the session while
Academic Dean, Dr. Krishna Raj Adhikari delivered his
motivational remarks. Ishwor Sapkota (Sr. Engineer) & Ujjwal
Aetriya (Engineer) from Seva Development and around 35
students from BCA 1st, 3rd, 5th and 7th semesters were
present in the talk session.
The session was followed by the MOU signup program
between LA GRANDEE International College and Seva
Development Pvt. Ltd.

The program was conducted in presence of BCA Coordinator
Er. Dipak K.C. Total of 47 students participated in the program.

Session 16 : Microsoft Office Specialist Training

During the session they learnt about different technical skills and
feature available in Microsoft word, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft
PowerPoint including live practical works.

16th session of Tech Talk was organized as Two hours’ technical
session on MOS which was facilitated by BCA 5th semester
students (Mr. Kebal Bhandari, Mr. Samir Thapa and Mr. Sunil
Sapkota ) in presence of BCA Program coordinator Er. Dipak K.C.
This Tech talk session was conducted for BCA 1st Semester
student to train them to use Microsoft Office Package, to support
them for documentation work. Also they learn knowledge about
presentation skill & to design presentation document on their own.

Also all queries of the participants were discussed and issues were
solved during the training session. Total 31 students participated
from BCA Ist semester. Since such training definitely supports
documentation and enhance student technical skill, students
expressed their eagerness to participate in next level of MOS
training in coming Tech talk session.
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Activities of Students Clubs
Public Health Students’ Club

Quiz Competition on Comprehensive Sexuality
Education

graduate of BPH and also the executive board youth member
of FPAN chaired the program while chief guest Ms. Rajani, KC,
vice president of FPAN Kaski along with Principal of the college,
Er. Kiran K.C., and academic dean Dr. Krishna Raj Bhandari
participated as special guest. Representatives from FPAN, Mr.
Bikash Pokhrel (Branch manager), Mr. Nabraj Tiwari and other
staff, Mr. Keshab Raj Adhikari-Coordinator BPH, Mr. Rajib Parsad
Koirala, Ms. Kalpana Jnawali, and Sandip Pahari also were
present during the contest. The program was conducted at the
college seminar hall. There were 6 groups each containing 4
members taking part in the competition and more than 100
students were present as audience. Team of Anjana Poudel,
Manik Raj Bhandari, Mousami Godar, and Anuska Shrestha
became the winner. Team with the 1st and 2nd positions were
felicitated with prizes and certificates.
The program was hosted by one of the college students, Jeevan
Bhandari, who is also the peer educator of CSE Project. As
remarks from the chief guest, she insisted all the participants to
involve actively into practical along with theoretical learning so
as to become competent public health professional.

With the objective of ensuring adolescents and young people
access to Comprehensive Sexuality Education (CSE), Family
Planning Association of Nepal (FPAN), Kaski Branch and in
coordination with IDEAS for LA GRANDEE uniquely conducted
a theme based quiz competition on CSE among the students
of Bachelor in Public Health (BPH) at LA GRANDEE international
college on Nov 19, 2018. Ms. Narayani Tripathi, a recent college

Management Students’
Club

Session III: Interaction on Program on Corporate
Governance

Session IV: Interactive Seminar on Social Business
& Microfinance

An Interaction Program on Corporate Governance was
organized as the 3rd session of LA GRANDEE BIZ CENTER on
November 21, 2018. Students from BBA final year participated
in the interaction program. Resource person for the program
was Mr. Pujan Aryal, who is the Branch Manager at Pokhara
branch of Nepal SBI Bank Limited. Mr. Aryal delivered the
objectives and principles of corporate governance and how it
has been incorporated within banking sectors especially giving
references to NSBL. Students around 50 actively participated in
the interaction with queries on the associated issues and the
banking career.

The 4th session of LA GRANDEE BIZ CENTER was conducted
on 23rd Nov. 2018. During the session, information on social
business and microfinance was imparted to students of BBA
1st, 3rd, 5th & 7th semester. All together 100 students participated
in the program. The program was chaired by Principal Er. Kiran
K.C. & conducted by faculty Mr Bishnu Timilsina in presence of
Academic Dean Dr. Krishna Raj Bhandari.
Resource person Mr Kshitiz Baral (Founder/CEO & Chairperson
of Pokhara Investment Company & Manager of Yunus Social
Business Centre (YSBC), Pokhara) provided information on
microfinance and role of social business. Through the session
students learnt how social business can change the socioeconomic status of poor people in the developing nation.

Principal Er. Kiran K.C., Academic Dean Dr. Krishna Raj Bhandari,
BBA Coordinator Mr. Suraj Gaudel and Faculty, Mr. Bishnu
Timilsina were also present throughout the discussion.

Session V: Information on Direct Sales Agent &
Their Roles

oriented about the banking literacy, current trends in banking
and especially the new scheme DSA (Direct Sales Agent)
program launched by their organization through which
students could also participate and make their earnings.
Mr. Suraj Gaudel-Program Coordinator-BBA conducted the
program. Mr. Jaya Prasad Sapkota-Province (4) Manager, Mr.
Narayan K.C.-Branch Manager, from Machapuchchhre Bank
along with Academic Dean of the college, Dr. Krishna Raj
Bhandari were present in the program. Principal, Er. Kiran K.C.
chaired the formal session of the program. A short interaction
was also conducted at the end of the session. Some of the
students further expressed their interest to join on their DSA
program.

The 5th Session of LA GRANDEE BIZ CENTER was conducted on
December 13, 2018 at LA GRANDEE. The session was entitled
Introduction / DSA Information and led by Ms. Neelam Gautam
Paudel, the Deputy Province Manager of Machapuchchhre
Bank Limted for Province 4. Around 50 plus Students from
BBA actively participated in the program in which they were
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School Health Awareness Program

Training to Community School Students

Under the community based campaign titled as “LA GRANDEE
for Community”, BCA department conducted a training at Shree
Machhapuchre Secondary School, BujhrungKhola, Kaski, on
December 14, 2018. This program was facilitated by BCA 3rd
semester Students (Ashok Nepali, Abhiyan Thapa Magar, Dinesh
Thapa, Biikal K.C, Kebal Prasad Bhandari and Sunil Sapkota) in
presence of BCA coordinator, Er. Dipak K.C. During the training
session, all the class 10 students of the School were oriented and
trained on the basic MS Office Package for use in their study and
daily life. Though students have been taught to use computer
applications in their regular classes, the training provided more
wider knowledge and depth insight to them for effective use of
Word package not covered under their regular course. Head
Master, Mr. Santosh Acharya expressed his gratitude to the
trainers and LA GRANDEE for such inspiring activities.

On the occasion of World AIDS Day on December 1, 2018,
LA GRANDEE coordinated a school health awareness
program at Balmandir Secondary School, Nadipur,
Nabin Secondary School & Prativa Secondary School,
Chhorepatan, Pokhara, Nepal in support of BPH students.
Key topics of presentation were introduction to HID/AIDS,
modes of transmission, symptoms, present situation (in
Nepal and around the world), and preventive measures.
In total, 249 students of the school participated in the
program.
BPH students Dickpal Poudel, Samjhana Baral , Prabina
Thakuri, Shristy Lamsal, Manju Roka, Bhagawati Gurung,
Samjhana Poudel, Sakchi Tulachan, Abinash Gautam,
Sabina Thapa, Nabina shahi, Roshni Baral, Garima
Ghimire, and Samjhana Baral delivered presentations
to various groups from class 9 to 11 of the participating
school, in which the participants showed their enthusiasm
in knowing every aspects of the topics discussed and
the school management also expressed their gratitude
towards college and BPH students for choosing their school
& conducting such social program.

Participation on Human Rights Day Celebration
Students from LA GRANDEE have always been involved in social
activities, volunteering services and awareness campaigns.
With the same objectives, BPH 1st semester students actively
participated in a Morning Rally on December 10, 2018 organized
by the Amnesty International Nepal, Barahi Youth Network.
December 10 is globally observed as the Human Rights Day
since after its universal declaration in 1948 AD. Every year, we
hear about many tragic news of violence against human rights
and mostly with the women and child rights. The case of 13 yrs old
girl from Kanchanpur district, Nirmala Panta, hasn’t been solved
yet whereas the attackers of Yam Kumari, a girl from Lalitpur, who
was kidnapped and sexually harassed for 10 days are set free.
Not only in Nepal, are the cases of human rights violation being
brutally registered worldwide.
In different forms with proper research on the cases, different
chapters and central offices of Amnesty international worldwide
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have comeup to a conclusion to run the biggest Human
rights movement named as “Write for Rights”. So on
occasion of 70th Human rights day, the rally in Pokhara
marched from Manab Adhikar Chowk to Sabhagriha
Chowk and concluded with a formal program at
Sabhagriha hall Pokhara.
The major objectives of the program were to raise the
public voice towards concern authority for justice, human
rights and related case, to enlighten public about how our
rights are the foundation of sustainable development and
peaceful society and to acknowledge the advocates and
defenders of human rights around the world.
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Teacher’s Day Celebration

Activities of
Exam Department

The Exam Division of LA GRANDEE
International College has conducted
various activities such as preparation
of Academic Calendar for Spring 2018
and Fall 2019 and other exam related
activities. As per the academic calendar
of the college the first assessment
of Spring 2018 was conducted from
July 7 to July 13, 2018 whereas the
final Assessment was conducted from
August 15, 2018 to August 30, 2018.
It also conducted the semester end
exam of elective subjects form August
29 to August 31, 2018. Beside these the
exam department had submitted the
internal marks of Spring 2018 to Pokhara
University in regular time schedule.
During this period exam division had
helped the pass out student for the
documentation of Transcript and also
issued character certificates.
As per the schedule of Fall 2019 the
Exam Department had also conducted
the First Assessment of Fall 2019 from
December 25 to December 29, 2018.

It was a surprising program by students of
LA GRANDEE on the occasion of Teacher’s
Day on July 27, 2018. Students especially
from BBA along with BCA and BPH all
organized the Teacher’s Day Celebration
program at LA GRANDEE Conference Hall.
The program was celebrated by cutting
cake by Principal and rest of the faculties,
presented by the students. The program
was hosted by BBA students in which
Principal, on behalf of all the faculties,
addressed the program and expressed

his happiness to share such moments with
students and casted vote of thanks to the
organizers.
Later, students organized a musical chair
program in which Principal, coordinators,
faculties and college staff participated and
finally, BCA coordinator, Er. Dipak K.C. was
the last man standing. He was presented
a gift by the students. Huge number of
students all round the basketball court,
where the musical chair was organized,
cheered all the faculties.

Students Clubs Committee Formation
IDEAS for LA GRANDEE

LA GRANDEE BIZ CENTRE

The 1st official working committee of LA GRANDEE BIZ CENTER
was formed on December 23, 2018. Total of 13 committee
members inclusive of Ishwor Pokhrel (Coordinator, VII), Dikson
Limbu, Mohan Chandra Baral, Ananda Adhikari, Prasim Hamal
from 7th, Rakshya Godar, Madhab Prasad Subedi, Momik
Darlami, Neelu Ranabhat from 5th, Bibek Adhikari, Sagar
Thapa from 3rd, and Kushal Devkota & Aashis Bhandari from
1st semesters were all selected by all the BBA students. Faculty
Bishnu Prasad Timilsina was also appointed as the mentor for
the committee from college side. The tenure for the working
committee was declared for 1 year. Later on January 11, 2019,
Principal of the college, Er. Kiran K.C. oriented the committee
as well as other BBA students about the motivation towards
forming such forums and discussed on the operation model,
guidelines and further activities that the forum should initiate
and participate.

The 3rd official working committee of IDEAS of LA GRANDEE was
formed on December 7, 2018. Total of 7 committee members
all from different semesters of BPH program inclusive of Prabina
Thakuri(5th), Jeevan Bhandari(3rd), Januka Tripathi(5th), Alisha
Dhungana(7th), Mausami Godar(3rd), Binay Poudel(7th) and
lead by Sachin Pokharel (7th) were all selected by the total
50 members already registered into the group. The former
president Kamal B.K. handed the incharge-ship to the newly
formed committee and expressed his best wishes to continue
the team work for their personal skill development as well as
serving the community.

LA GRANDEE TECH TALK

The 2nd committee of LA GRANDEE Tech Talk was pre-discussed
in December, 2018 and later formed on 11th January 2019.
The formal session was conducted in presence of interested
committee members and students representative from BCA
faculty. The committee was formed under mutual understanding
and representation from all the semesters. The new committee
comprises of 8 members from different semesters of BCA which
includes Arjun Poudel(as the coordinator, VII), Sapana Timilsina
(VII), Kabita Adhikari(V), Prachi Poudel (V), Subin Bhandari(III),
Sandeep Chandra Sharma (III), Mahima Sharma(I) & Nabraj
Poudel (I). The committee shall remain working for the next 1
year till December and shall be responsible for conducting all
the tech talk sessions.
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Scholarship Distribution
As per Pokhara University recommendation, LA GRANDEE offers 19 seats as full scholarships inclusive of 5 seats in BCA, 10 seats in BBA,
and 4 seats in BPH. Besides these, LA GRANDEE further internally rewards full and partial scholarships to the needy as well as semester
topper students in each semester in all the programs.
Based on the results of Spring semester – 2018, following students were awarded the full scholarship as semester topper, as per
college policy.
Program

BBA

BCA

BPH

S.N.

Name of the student

1

Arsha Gurung

2

Mohammad Azim

3

Sonam Jaishi

4

Saugat Raj Baral

5

Suresh Thapa

6

Anil Sapkota

7

Dikson Limbu

8

Gamita Shrestha

9

Pasang Lhamo

10

Samita Gurung

11

Sonu Gurung

12

Dinesh Thapa

13

Hari Acharya

14

Kabita Adhikari

15

Topped
Semester

SGPA

I

3.80

Also on December 19 & 31, 2018 result of only the
8th semester (Final Semester) was announced as
per which, following students secured the highest
SGPA.
Program

Student Name / (SGPA)

III

4.00

BCA (VIII)

Bijay
Kuikel(4.00),
Chaudhary(4.00),
G.C.(4.00)
and
Thapa(4.00)

V

4.00

BBA (VIII)

Sonu Gurung (4.00)

VII

3.94

I

3.86

III

3.94

Suman Majkoti

V

3.80

16

Ritesh Thapa

VII

4.00

17

Binita Adhikari

I

4.00

18

Sagar Kunwar

III

4.00

19

Sabita Mahat

V

3.96

20

Raju Shrestha

VII

3.94

Kundan
Preeti
Ritesh

Ashmita Bhusal(4.00), Bibek
Bhattarai(4.00), Deepika
Thapa(4.00). Gaurav
Subedi(4.00),
Kamal B.K. (4.00), Narayani
Tripathi(4.00), Nirmala
Devkota(4.00), Prabina
BPH
Subedi(4.00), Pratigya
Poudel(4.00), Pratiksha
(VIII)
Chalise(4.00), Raju
Shrestha(4.00), Samrat
Gurung(4.00), Shamika
Basnet(4.00), Sudarshan
Gautam(4.00), Sushmi
Katila(4.00) and Sushmita
Acharya(4.00)
With the final year results and students appearing
till final semester, total of 115 students (which is
80%) of batch 2014 graduated from LA GRANDEE
International College with 100% pass results in BPH.

LA GRANDEE Excellence and Deans List Awards

Besides the regular college scholarships, College has been
nominating students for awards in other two main categories
- the LA GRANDEE Dean’s List Award and the LA GRANDEE
Excellence Award to the most outstanding students during the
Farewell program.
But since the result of the final year was not published by the
time of Farewell, the awards were withheld for distribution until
the University Convocation. As per the 4 years’ results of Batch
2014, Kamal B.K. (CGPA 3.92) & Raju Shrestha (CGPA 3.91)
from BPH, Kundan Chaudhary (CGPA 3.91), Preeti G.C. (CGPA
3.82), Nabin Poudel (CGPA 3.80), Ritesh Thapa (CGPA 3.80) &

Sanjay Baral (CGPA 3.78) from BCA and Santosh B.K. (CGPA
3.80) from BBA all have been included in the university Deans
List.
All those students will now be awarded the LA GRANDEE Dean’s
List Award from college while Kamal B.K., Raju Shrestha and
Kundan Chaudhary all will further be felicitated with the LA
GRANDEE Excellence Award for securing the most outstanding
results amongst all the students of Batch 2014 with CGPA 3.92,
3.91 and 3.91 respectively. College has been recognizing
such awards since 2013.
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LA GRANDEE Sports Meet-2018

LA GRANDEE International College organized a five-day Intra College Sports Meet from November 24 to 28, 2018. The competition
was inaugurated by the Academic Dean of the college, Dr. Krishna Raj Bhandari by handing over the football to the players. In
the competition, altogether eleven types of events for both boys and girls including football, basketball, tug of war, badminton,
table tennis and pubg (mobile game) were played. The Futsal tournament was organized at Barahi Futsal, Badminton in Pokhara
Stadium, Buddhachowk, while other events were organized at college premises. Team events were organized program/semesterWise. Following were the winners in different events.
Name of Event

Winners

Runner Ups

Futsal Boys’

BBA VII (Day)

BBA V (Morning)

Futsal Girls’

BBA VII (Morning)

BPH V

Basketball Boys’

BBA VII (Morning)

BBA (Batch 2014)

Basketball Girls’

BBA I (Day)

BBA VII (Morning)

Tug of War Boys’

BBA (Batch 2014)

BCA III

Tug of War Girls’

BBA I (Day)

BBA VII (Morning)

Table Tennis Doubles Boys’

Mr. Dipesh Purkuti BBA VII (M), Mr. Sudan Thapa Mr. Nabin Poudel (Batch 2014)
BBA VII (M)
Mr. Sachin Poudel BBA (Batch 2014)

Table Tennis Single Girls’

Ms. Alisha Tamang BPH V

Ms. Astha Shrestha BCA I

Badminton Doubles Boys’

Mr. Anmol Gurung, Mr. Atit Gurung BBA V (D)

Mr. Bishal K.C. BCA V, Mr. Momik Darlami
BBA V (M)

Badminton Doubles Girls’

Ms. Kusum Gurung, Ms. Sushila Gurung BBA V Ms. Binita Thapa, Ms. Kusum Ranabhat
(M)
BBA VII (M)

Pubg Mobile Tournament

Mr. Amrit Gurung, Mr. Kumar Gurung,
Mr. Sudan Thapa, Mr. Tara Kumar shrestha BBA
VII (M)

Besides the event winners, individual students with best performances were also awarded as follows:
Award
Title

Futsal Boys

Best Player
Highest
Scorer
Best
Goalkeeper

Basketball
Boys

Basketball
Girls

Dikson Limbu BBA

Pradip G.C. BBA

Esha Gurung

Sudan Thapa BBA Reha Thapa BPH

Bishal K.C. BCA

Kashish Gurung
BBA

Tara Kumar
Shrestha

Futsal Girls

Nabina Regmi

All the winners, runner ups, highest scorers and best players were awarded with medals, trophies and certificates on the closing
ceremony of the sports competition. Speaking on the program, the principal of the college said that healthy body is required for
healthy mind and sports have significant contribution to maintain physical as well as mental fitness of our body.
The college organizes such type of Sports Meet annually as a part of the regular co-curricular activities to develop fellowship among
the students.
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Welcome Program

New Admission and
Orientation Program

The new admission for the Batch 2018 was formally
announced for all the programs from August and the
entrance examination was conducted on September 2,
2018, immediately followed by the interview of individual
candidate. Candidates successfully passing the written test
and the interview were admitted in the merit basis. Besides
the college admission, total of 18 scholarship students from
Pokhara University BCA- 4, BBA-10 and BPH- 4 were also
admitted as per recommendation by the university.

A formal Welcome Program for the BCA, BBA and BPH 2018 Batch
students was organized on on Thursday, November 29, 2018 at
Hotel Pokhara Grande, Birauta, Pokhara. All the fresher students
were present during the program in which respective program
coordinators from each department along with Academic
Dean, Dr. Krishna Raj Bhandari delivered their welcome note
to the participants. Chairman, Mr. Devraj Chalise as the chief
guest and Principal, Er. Kiran K.C. addressed the program as
the key note speaker. Faculty, Mr. Pradip Kumar Lamsal hosted
the formal session while the 3rd semester students led the latter
session inclusive of student refreshment programs like dance,
music and other performances.

Prior to regular class start, orientation program for the fresher
students was conducted in two phases. On November
11, 2018, students were oriented on the college rules and
regulations, respective course objectives, scope and
opportunities, and evaluation procedure by respective
department coordinators along with administrator and exam
coordinator while on November 12 & 13, 2018, full day
motivational session was organized for the students led by a
national level Leadership and Corporate Trainer Mr. Krishna
Prasad Bhusal. The two days session was very inspirational and
motivational. Throughout the two days session, students were
involved in various interactions, group work and confidence
building activities through which they were very excited to
implement their learning into real life and become successful
in whichever endeavor they head for.

Fellowship Program
On December 14 & 15, 2018, a fellowship and refreshment
program was organized by the full time faculties and staff at
Ghalekharka, Kaski. It was a residential program promoting
the Home Saty at Ghalekharka. All the arrangement was
made by BPH coordinator, Mr. Keshab Raj Adhikari supported
by Dpt. Coordinator Rajib Prasad Koirala who managed for
food and accommodation. It is around 25 kms from Pokhara
while traveling through motor way with high hills and off road.
The trip was adventurous with beautiful sightseeing of the
natural scenario. Later in the evening, cultural program was
hosted by the local mother’s group in which college faculty
and staff enjoyed singing and dancing till late night.

Farewell Program

On Friday, November 30, 2018 as the regular annual program
format, a farewell program was organized for the Batch 2014
students of all the programs under the chairmanship of the
college Principal. The program was organized at the Hotel
Pokhara Grande, Birauta, Pokhara. Hosted by faculty Pradip
Kumar Lamsal, program coordinators from each department
wished for the success of all the students in the upcoming
days. Chairman of the college, Mr. Devraj Chalise delivered his
inspirational speech to motivate students in making best of their
efforts to lead their further career and become a responsible and
social person to serve the community and the nation. Principal,
Er. Kiran K.C. further expressed his best wishes to the students
and motivated them to be confident in whichever sector they
choose and embrace attitude to learn from every failure rather
than to give up. All the pass out students were felicitated with
token of love. Later, the informal session was led by the students
of 7th semester with various performances including music,
dance, drama and many more.
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Deep Condolence

JAPANESE LANGUAGE
NAT TEST

Unfortunately, it was very sad news
to hear the untimely demise of Mr.
Karmath Dangol on January 9, 2019.
He was the former VP of Engineering in
Cloud Factory and one of the founder
members of Nepal Entrepreneurs Hub
(NEHUB), the organization with which
LA GRANDEE has collaborated in his
coordination and we have conducted
different sessions with him at different periods of time since
September 2017. He really was a young and energetic IT
professional. We shall always miss his presence, his initiatives
and his insightful talks. We express deep condolence to the
departed soul wishing that may his soul rest in peace.

LA GRANDEE International College, being the only
authorized test center in Pokhara to conduct the Japanese
Language NAT TEST, has been regularly conducting the test
once in every two months. For the duration from August to
December, 2018, 3 NAT TESTs were conducted on August
11, October 13 and December 8, 2018. The NAT TEST is
conducted in 16 different countries with all together 50 plus
test centers worldwide. The test was started since 2007 while
it was first conducted at LA GRANDEE in April 2013. It has 5
levels of tests from Basic to Advance and is considered to
be one of the best test formats for Japanese Language,
authorized by Senmon Kyouiku Publishing Company, Tokyo,
Japan. LA GRANDEE is further authorized to publish practice
books for the Level 5 and Level 4 NAT TEST.

Visit of International Delegate
Mr. Kamata Atsushi, President of the Senmon Kyouiku Publishing
Company, visited LA GRANDEE on October 9, 2018. A meeting
was organized with him in which members of the NAT TEST
Operation Committee, Er. Kiran K.C., Dr. Himlal Gautam, Ms.
Sobita Koirala with special presence of college chairman Mr.
Devraj Chalise. During the discussion, it was informed that
Senmon is preparing for the online registration along with the
online classes and examination, which shall be implemented
within next 1 – 2 years.

The journal covered 7 research articles – 5 from BPH students
(Batch 2013) - Anjan Sigdel, Anjana Poudel, Bibash Lamichhane,
Manju Adhikari and Subhechchha Bhandari along with articles
from former Academic Coordinator, Pradip Kumar Lamsal and
BPH Faculty, Sandip Pahari. Prof. Naveen Shrestha, Professor- PU
was the Editor-in-Chief with editorial board, Mr. Pradip Kumar
Lamsal, Mr. Gyanendra Paudel, Mr. Keshab Raj Adhikari, Mr.
Rajib Koirala and advisors were Mr. Devraj Chalise and Er.
Kiran K.C. Publications like Journals are always an asset for any
institution and give reference of academic excellence and
growth opportunities as well.

Publication of LA GRANDEE
Journal, Souvenir & Newsletter
27,
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Message from
the Principal
Er. Kiran K.C
Welcome To
It is my pleasure to welcome you all to
LA GRANDEE EXPO-2018. As the theme
of this expo is ‘Bridging Academia to
Community’, our aim is to offer you the
very best environment where academia,
corporate sectors and communities will work
together to find out their actual needs and
requirements in today’s global competitive
world.
In the course of completing its 18 years
of successful academic excellence, LA
GRANDEE has set a blissful landmark. We
are now moving forward with new missions
to celebrate this grand occasion as we
firmly believe that academics can only
be meaningful when we can produce the
human resources to fulfill the ever changing
demands of our community.
We have often been engaged with rhetoric
where academics, corporate sectors and
communities go through never ending
debate on each one not getting the benefits
of the other side. The major reason behind
this argument can be the lack of interrelational exposure in stating their requisites
or their perspectives to the other.
Bringing together this conflicting situation, we
have announced a mega event entitled LA
GRANDEE EXPO-2018 : “Bridging Academia
to Community” to be organized on August
3 and 4, 2018. This shall be a platform for
our students to explore their knowledge
and skills; identify the real time needs of
the stakeholders; and build confidence to
fulfill their future requisites. Furthermore, the
community will also have an opportunity
to observe the grand event discovering
reasons to promote and encourage students
towards innovation and setting career goals.
On this auspicious occasion, I, on behalf of
LA GRANDEE International College, invite you
all to make valuable presence to support,
guide and encourage our future treasures.
We will be extremely delighted to welcome
you to LA GRANDEE EXPO-2018.

BCA

BBA

BPH

MICNIC College of AWARDED Best
Business School
the Year
LA GRANDEE International College has
remained as one of the MICNIC(Microsoft
Innovation
Center
Nepal
Innovation
Cell) colleges of MIC Nepal, hosted by
Unlimited Technologies, Kathmandu. It
is in association since 2013. Since then
both have collaborated for many training
proposed for students and faculties as well.
Similar to us, many of the IT colleges in Nepal
are in association with it. Each year, MIC
Nepal awards special recognition to the
best IT colleges based on the collaborative
activities conducted by the college amongst
all in collaboration. For the year 2017/18,
LA GRANDEE has been awarded as the
MICNIC College of the Year for Pokhara on
the occasion of its Education Summit – 2018
held on February 3 & 4, 2018 at Dhulikhel
Resort, Dhulikhel. BCA program Coordinator,
Er. Dipak K.C. participated in the summit as
college representative and took the award
presented by Microsoft Regional Director, Mr.
Allen Bailochan Tuladhar.

BEST WISHES

LA
GRANDEE
International
College of Pokhara has become
well recognized institution in
management education along
with other programs that it runs.
Regular publication of such newsletter helps the
college to communicate with its stakeholders
and larger groups of the society. Nepal’s business
schools need to improve their communication
and interaction with the businesses, providing the
students opportunities to experience and observe
the real life businesses so that they become
capable to take the responsibilities from the day
one in whatever job they start after graduation.
Initiatives like this newsletter help in this.
New Business Age (P) Ltd. that brings out New
Business Age Monthly and Aarthik Abhiyan
National Daily has been news, views and analysis
about the country’s business and economy since

1

For Province No. 4

New Business Age Pvt. Ltd., publisher of a
leading business magazine New Business Age
and National Business Daily Aarthik Abhiyan,
organized the 4th NEWBIZ B-SCHOOLS RatingRanking-Award 2018 on 22 June 2018 at
Radisson Hotel, Kathmandu. It has been
continuously organizing the rating-ranking of
the Business Schools of Nepal since 2013 and
has now successfully concludedthe 4thyear
event in the series. It was an open ratingranking event in which the organizers had
invited all the business schools throughout
Nepal running the Bachelor’s or Master’s
program in management stream, specially
focused on 5 different categories - MBA, MBS,
BBA, BBS, and BHM. This year, as declared
by the organizers, out of total 1274 business
schools all around Nepal, around 350
colleges were shortlisted and the award was
distributed to the best colleges (BBA, BBS, BHM,
MBA, MBS) through a series of evaluation by a
panel of experts. While total 37 colleges were
awarded in various categories, among all the
business colleges, LA GRANDEE International
College has been awarded with the Best
Business School Award - 2018 for the Province
No. 4. The award was presented by the Chief
Guest, Khagraj Baral-Secretary, Ministry of
Education, Government of Nepal.
2001. It is pleasant to note that the country’s
business landscape has improved tremendously
over the period of these two decades. Business
schools like LA GRANDEE are the causes as well
as results of this transformation. Business media
like New Business Age and Aarthik Abhiyan and
business schools like LA GRANDEE International
can join hands to further speed up this process.
I wish LA GRANDEE International College, including
its faculty and students, all the success in their future.
Madan Lamsal
Editor-in-Chief
New Business Age (P) Ltd.

w w w . l agran d ee. ed u . n p

Journal symbolizes creativity of any author. It is always taken as
a pride having publication like Journal as it requires a thorough
study, good insights and the nature to go into the depth of the
study for publication of any articles or research, with genuine
contents. LA GRANDEE on the same occasion of the Expo-2018
published the 1st volume of the Journal. Chief Guest, Chief of
Gandaki Province, Honorable Baburam Kunwar launched the 1st
volume of the journal on August 3, 2018.

Similarly, 1st volume of the LA GRANDEE Souvenir was also
published and launched on the same occasion which covered
articles from many other students, principal, faculties and staff of
the college. The editorial board for the souvenir included Pradip
Kumar Lamasl, Gyanendra Paudel, Keshab Raj Adhikari, Rajib
Prasad Koirala, Akash Subedi, Bijay Shrestha and Tanka Raj Baral.
Also the Newsletter volume 3 was distributed during the event
that covered major college activities from Jan. 2018 to June.
2018. In short, the year 2018 was another milestone to encase
publications.

LA GRANDEE COLLABORATIONS
Academia only is not sufficient unless extended hands with the real world organizations and the real practices that provides the
working ground for the graduates. In order to maintain a good collaboration between the academia and the professional and
social organizations, LA GRANDEE has always emphasized in building bonds with outside organizations so that it could be a source
for bringing professionals to college for students real practice orientation, securing internship and job opportunities and further
collaborate for social responsibilities as well. With such intent, followings are some of the major organizations that LA GRANDEE has
collaborated and still in a process to grow further.
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SN

Programs
Related to IT – Coordinated by BCA Department

On August 3 and 4, 2018, LA GRANDEE organized a 2 days’
college exhibition - the 2nd LA GRANDEE EXPO-2018 with the
theme “Bridging Academia to Community”. After the grand
success of 1st exhibition in the year 2010 as “IT Mahotsav”, the
event was organized with active participation of all the college
students, faculties and staff. Principal, Er. Kiran K.C., as the Chief
Convener, conceptualized and coordinated the overall event in
coordination with administration and all academic departments
BCA, BBA and BPH. Each department coordinator Mr. Suraj
Gaudel, Er. Dipak K.C. and Mr. Keshab Raj Adhikari separately
coordinated their program related events in BBA, BCA and BPH
respectively in support of their associated faculties and staff
throughout the preparation as well as event days.

Software Projects Demonstration (From College
students)
Participation : Total 27 projects from BCA 2nd (5),
4th(7), 6th(5), & 8th (10) Semesters

2

Inter-College Software Competition
Participation : Total 6 Projects - LA GRANDEE (3),
GCES (2), PEC (1)
Proposed Sectors for Software Development :
Health/Education/Tourism/Agriculture

Related to Management – Coordinated by BBA Department

The formal announcement of the event to the public was made
on August 1, 2018 through a Press Meet organized at college
seminar hall. On August 3rd, the event was inaugurated by the
Chief Guest(Chief of Province 4), Honorable Baburam Kunwar.
As special attraction of the event, the opening ceremony was
celebrated by launching the IT students’ project IoT Boat for
Rescue (which is an IT project targeted for rescue of the people
boating in lakes that could alert the control room of the possible
danger with manual/automatic options, and immediately
track the location for rescue) along with BPH students Hand
Wash demonstration and finally launching the 1st LA GRANDEE
Journal and Souvenir. Members of Parliament of Gandaki
Province – Mr. Surya Bahadur K.C., Mr. Bindu Kumar Thapa and
Mr. Dipak Koirala, Pokhara University Registrar - Mr. Gobinda
Prasad Sharma, Deans - Dr. Khem Raj Joshi, Mr. Hari Khadka,
and Er. Buddhi Raj Joshi, Examination Controller Dr. Bharat Ram
Dhungana were present as special guests during the opening
ceremony. The opening ceremony was chaired by the college
chairman, Mr. Devraj Chalise. Many other distinguished guests,
CEOs, heads and representatives of different corporate and
academic institutions, local clubs, mothers group, guardians,
community people, school and college students observed the
opening ceremony and the exhibition as well.

1

Inter-college Report Writing & Paper Presentation
Competition
Participation : Total 6 Teams - LA GRANDEE (4),
NTHMC (1), Lincoln College (1)
Theme : 7 different topics related to Marketing/
Nepalese Economy/Microfinance/Women Empowerment/Entrepreneurship

2

Inter-college (secondary level) Field Research &
Presentation Competition
Theme : Visit Nepal Year 2020

4

Intra College Job Application and CV Writing
Competition
Participants – 80 plus students all together

3

Demonstration on Conflict Management and
Marketing

Related to Public Health – Coordinated by BPH Department

Total of 27 stalls were installed in which IT projects, management
and health science related demonstration were displayed
by college students. Besides demonstration in the stalls, other
activities like seminar, workshop, presentation, and competition
were held at the LA GRANDEE Seminar hall and other classrooms
simultaneously.
Event Objectives:
 To provide platform for students to explore their knowledge
and skills
 To exhibit scope and opportunities of
management and health science sectors

1

1

Seminar on Breast Feeding & Breast Cancer to
Mothers Group
Resource Person : Ms. Nirmala Kafle, Lecturer, PU
Facilitators : LA GRANDEE BPH Students
Participants : Local Community Mothers Group &
BPH students

2

Self Assessment on Breast Feeding & Breast Cancer
Facilitator : Family FPAN (Family Planning Association
of Nepal)
Participants : Visitors and Mothers Group

3

Workshop on Health Governance for Elected Ward
Office Members
Resource Person : Mr. Roshan Adhikari, Member of
RTI/ Gandaki State Health Policy Making Committee
Participants : Elected Ward Office Members of
Pokhara Metropolitan City

4

Interaction on Environmental Health, Sanitation and
Waste Management for Community Representatives
Resource Person : Mr. Nani Babu Dhakal, Public
Health Officer, DPHO Kaski
Participants : Community Representatives from
different wards of PMC

5

Demonstration of Food Pyramid & Problem Tree

6

Demonstration of Hand Wash & Sanitation

7

Demonstration of Products from Plastic Reuse

technology,

 To bring awareness to public in the sectors related to
programs of study at college
 To create opportunities for public to understand and share a
common platform for all the stakeholders to make
contribution towards education system enhancement.
 To serve for community as corporate social responsibility
 To develop inter-organizational relationship through
competitive students’ activities and collaborative work efforts
with professional organizations
The event was focused on events related to 3 sectors relating to
college programs i.e. technology, management and the Public
Health. The major programs conducted during the expo are as
follows:

Besides these, many other common programs were also
conducted during the event.
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1

1st LA GRANDEE Journal and Souvenir Launching

2

Art Exhibition

3

Cultural Programs, Refreshment and Gaming.
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The expo was a grand success with approximate visitors
of around 5000 within 2 days. Such events always provide
good platform to students in exploring their talents. It actually
succeeded in meeting the objectives of the event bringing
together the community as well as all the stakeholders who
could recognize potential of our students and share feedbacks,
comments and even experiences that added real values to
their learning process. Even guardians and visitors could observe
the current innovations and the student activities while students
could also interact with the community, identify real time issues
and requisites, and experience their own talents and potential to
serve the community, thus making their own distinct presence.
Moreover, LA GRANDEE Expo-2018 has set a new landmark to
enhance the students’ performance having exposure to ground
reality.
As the main sponsor, Expert Education and Visa Services
supported the program while various other organizations –
Kailash Bikas Bank, Gandaki Bikas Bank, Pokhara Internet, Roshan
Emporium, Pandey Computer, City Square Banquet, Darburthok
Banquet, Smarika Digital Print, Himalaya Organization, Hello
Stationary alongwith FPAN, XL Soft Pvt. Ltd. and Waste Services
Pvt. Ltd. extended their supports to organize the event.

On the closing ceremony chaired by college principal, on
August 4, 2018, Chairman of LA GRANDEE, Mr. Devraj Chalise,
appreciated the college team for successfully organizing the
event and expressed his commitment towards enhancement
of academic activities for excellence. He further motivated
students, faculties and staff to be innovative and assured to
support every such creative idea even in the days to come.
Guest, Dr. Chaitanya Adhikari, Principal of PCM, offered his best
wishes in his speech.
Finally Principal, Er. Kiran K.C. concluded the event expressing
his happiness for the huge and active participation of all. He
further delivered vote of thanks to all the students, faculties, staff,
the college management, sponsors, visitors, supporters and all
other well wishers for making the event happen and giving life
to his dream. He also insisted that college should organize such
events periodically such that any student can experience such
exposure at least once throughout his/her stay in the college.
All the students were very happy to be part of the event and
get involved either as the exhibitor or contributing as volunteer to
make the event a grand success. The event was well covered in
many local and national public media.
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